



ILU & LIRMA - BROKER BEST PRACTICES
OSN&D:
Remember an OSN&D is desirable for ILU & LIRMA claims but only essential if a settlement is involved.

Documents:
As a guide, the naming convention constructed within the name field of the IMR when documents are being loaded should:

	Be clear and concise to the document loader and the recipient, named in an informative manner.
	Be allocated to the correct class transaction.
	Only relate to document formats detailed within the SP&P.
	Display the (created) document date for the document being loaded, which is not necessarily the original document date.
	Display the originating date of the document within the relating date fields.


Note: Documents loaded via DRI are named according to the original document and the brokers
internal repositories or document management systems. It is accepted that brokers may already have
in place systems, processes and procedures that dictate naming conventions.

When loading documents, it is recommended that only formats detailed in SP&P be used, unless prior 
agreement has been met by other parties. 

Acrobat Reader (.pdf)
AVI Movie File (.avi)
Bitmap Image (.bmp)
GIF Image (.gif)
HTML (.htm)
JPEG image (.jpg)
MP3 Audio file
MS Excel (.xls)
MS Word (.doc)
Portable Network Graphics (.png)
MS Power Point (.ppt)
Text file (.txt)
TIFF (.tif)
Rich Text Format (.rtf)
WAV file (.wav)
MS Word 2007 (.docx)
Excel 2007(.xlsx)
Powerpoint 2007 (.pptx)
Mail (.msg)



	Documents that are duplicated or inadvertently loaded, should be described as such.
	To restrict the view of any duplicated or inadvertent documents contact Xchanging Service Centre.


Reinstatements:
Documents are to be loaded to the UMR, placed in the Miscellaneous/Historical folder.

Contact Details:
Ensure  full name, full contact telephone number and email address (if possible) are included with any transaction. “Broker Narrative” is suitable for extra contact information to be recorded, particularly where a processer of the ECF entry is not the broker to be contacted in the event of a query. 

Responses & Comments:
Ensure  all  Public  /  Narrative  comments  are  read  and  actioned  where  appropriate,  irrespective 
     of  the response given on a transaction.

	Ensure Broker narrative on a TR is clear, concise and informative. To assist and support the broke to

     adjusters. 

Handling queries:
Brokers should actively monitor all Reject, Pend, DIS, ACC & INF responses in-line with their internal guidelines.
There will only be notification to the Lead Agreement Party if the transaction is re-released triggering an event within CWT to CWS or carriers internal workflow.
	When a Company Bureau Lead enters a response of Reject/Pend and the broker wishes to deal

with that query by providing the Company Bureau Lead with additional documentation; the broker may load the additional documents to the IMR under the same transaction. 

	When a Company Bureau Lead enters a response of Reject/Pend but the query cannot be dealt

with by simply providing additional documentation, the broker must act upon that query, and/or supply all new documentation, under an amended or replacement transaction. The Company Bureau Lead may then select a new response on the amended or replaced transaction. 

	Brokers should also be aware of additional steps required if the nature of the query or corrections 

requires the UCR to change (for example, a change to the UMR, OSND and market will necessitate a new UCR). 

	In the event of an Insurer query the broker should contact and liaise with the insurer to address the

issue raised and agree with the insurer the best approach to resolving the issue.

ECF & Paper Submissions:
Please also ensure that prior to 'paper' to ECF conversion that you liaise with the Company Bureau Lead  as to which documents they require to be loaded to ECF.

Contacts:
ECFUG – Lee Elliston – LMA – 020 7327 8340
	ECFBPG – Katherine Fraser – Talbot – 020 7390 5661
	ECF website – www.ecfinfo.com

Remember: Calling or meeting with the adjuster to guide them through the ECF entry, resolve any queries or discuss a complex element of the claim should be considered at all times. If a claim has more than one agreement party (CTP Complex), the broker should ensure all agreement parties are aware of action that is required.



